We introduce in this paper tlie concept of "iinprrlse evolrrtionary game" and study the concept of "conditional viabilizy" of a subset describing tlie constraints (uiitli 
Introduction
The main theorems dealing with viability and capturability issues are valid for evolutionary systems introduced in [6, Aubin] , encompassing systems associated with control systems and differential inclusions, history dependent (or pathdependent, memory-dependent) control systems and differential inclusions ([22, 23, 24 , Haddad]), as well as other evolution systems such as parabolic type differential inclusions (see [26,27,28, Shi Shuzhong]) and mutational equations .b f ( x ) on metric spaces (see [Z, Aubin] ). They are set-valued maps x E X -S(x) c C(0.-;X) mapping a space X into the space of continuous functions x(.) : t E R U x(t) E X satisfying few conditions.
The main example is provided by solution maps SF associated with differential inclusions d(t) E F(x(r)).
On the other hand, the concept of evolutionary game has 0-7803-7516-5/02/$17.00 a 0 0 2 IEEE 3200 been introduced [9, Aubin & Can61 : i t i s an evolutionary system pmmeuized by a given family Q of feedbacks V :
x E X Y T(x) E Q. An evolutionary game G is a set-valued map such that, for any FE a x L) &(x) is an evolutionary system.
Usual differential games provide examples of evolutionary games:
Definition 0.1 A dynamical game ( P , Q , F ) is defiled by
dynamics of tlie dyiianiical game:
Naturally, a dynamical game generates the evolutionary game is the set of solutions to the differential inclusion
starting at .r. The theorems obtained so far about viahilitylcapturahility issues for evolutionary systems, conditional viability for differential games and about impulse and hybrid systems are used to provide characterizations of conditional viability under impulse evolutionary "qualitative games"
Runs of Impulse Evolutionary Games
We define "runs" in the following way: 
is a statecontrol run and that
is a run made of Let us just point out that
t)+sn(,?(.))
We finally introduce impulse evolutionary dynamical games:
as a reset map, and
be an evolutionary dynamical game. 
and is the unique minimax of nImpViab,(.: .):
As in [9, Aubin & Cattt], we deduce the following c h a m terization:
Theorem 3.3 The conditional viabilify kernel
Unfortunately, the conditional impulse viability kernel CondInipViabG(K,C) of K outside the target C C K is not itself necessarily conditionally viable outside the target C, i.e.. it is not a fixed point of the map K H CondImpViabG(K,C).
As in the case of dynamical games, we follow the idea of Pierre Cardaliaguet by introducing the impulse discriminating kernel ImpDisc(K,C) of K with target C: 
Hence, for any feedback ;E there exists at least one run i(.) belongs to &-(x) viable in ImpDisc(K,CI) forever or until it reaches CI -and thus, C2 -in finite time. Hence ImpDisc(K:CI) is conditionally viable outside C2, so that ImpDisc(K, Cj ) c IrnpDisc(K,Cz).
For proving that ImpDisc(K,ImpDisc(K:C)) = ImpDisc(K,C), take any xo E ImpDisc(K,ImpDisc(K,C)) For any i;, there exists a run 7(.) E &(xo) viable in ImpDisc(K,InipDisc(K,C)) forever or else, until it possibly reaches the subset ImpDisc(K,C) of ImpDisc(K.ImpDisc(K,C)) at some finite time T > 0 at x ( T ) E ImpDisc(K,C).
In this case, we concatenate i(.) with one run ?(.) € J(x(T)) starting from x ( T ) viable in ImpDisc(K,C), and thus, in ImpDisc(K.ImpDisc(K,C)), until it possibly reaches C.
Hence, for any i;, ImpDisc(K,ImpDlsc(K,C)) captures C, i.e., ImpDisc(K, ImpDisc(K,C)) = ImpDisc(K,C).
We thus deduce that the impulse discriminating kernel satisfies the minimax property that the conditional impulse viability kernel did not satisfy:
Theorem 4.2 The impulse discrinrinating kernel
outside the target C, Cardaliaguet] , we relate the concepts of impulse discnnunating kernels and conditional impulse viability kernels. We set KO := K and 'dii>O, Ki := CondImpViahc(Ki-I,C)= n ImpViab,(K;-1,C)
rlie unique miniviarD t !D(K,C) in the sense that
Under topological assumptions, we obtain the convergence of the above "Cardaliaguet algorithm": so that, taking the intersection over the feedbacks, we complete the proof.
